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The time we live of hope
Flowers had no longer bloom
The sun will be cold as ice for there will be no light
High in the sky it’s just black
Snacking on the hearts of the love one
Words can’t say why or how
We just know it’s the devil duty
For killing
The hate
The apply in the tree
It was just time it took for it to came in
To see the end nor the beginning
Just the time we thought for once
That we did something wrong in the past of our life’s
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Many things we see for the time being
In time we all look back to see it was just a memory
Look and thinking it seems it was just a dream
But it was real at the moment
For the smiles we have today
It’s just wonderful thing to see
Rain of shine it’ll all ways be there 
For at lest I hope we all pass it on
Telling stories about the best good or bad
At the end we all say it was a good thing to remember
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(((Battesue)))
 
How can I sleep tonight?
With a friend who I miss
For it’s been a year I promised
A promise I made to see her face on X-mas
A promise I can never forget
For she in long gone, but the other words I know she’s dead
But yet I still remember and regret
Not see her lost year and still I hold myself against it
“WHY” I don’t know why
Just don’t know
I could never show my face to her family
Nor could I come to that same house
For I could not for give myself
By braking yes
By braking that promises
Wishing I knew how to forgive myself 
Holding and holding to the past
All I wish is to say I’m sorry to her face…
So how can I sleep tonight?
With a friend I miss
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(*~*)
 
For he a poet can never lie
The sleepless night always cry
By the sound of bad blood seeking through the mined
One moon shines taking out the light
For he puts down what he loves most
Waiting for the time to heal his broken soul
Looking at the time of tears he shed
For he knew no to say but it was true he had to stop
Before it was too late
A poet writes what he feels and thinks
Should be right in time of speaking to the wise
For he had to stop for his life
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************ (Three Kids Crying)  **************
 
Mom and dad fighting
With three kids crying
While the house is falling
 
For this family is there a place for good?
na..
 
Mom and dad died
When three kids stop crying
When theres no house to see
 
Nomore pain showing
For there was noway to help
For all these familys there is no hope
There is no help
There is no past or the future
 
For the time being there is no happyness
But never well be
For three kids
For i seen it coming
With nothing i could do
To stop my mom and dad fighting
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*******************
 
The dreams we had
Is the dreams where lost
In time they come with hope
But gully come to destroy
Moving on and on to a better dream
To find the lost memories
What was once we wanted of the year spent of joy
Looking back to see why this dreams are gone
But could never remember the past life of love
Time comes time goes
What had ended is what had started
The 500 miles we walk to find the hope and love of dreams
We had of a smile of peace
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*********the Poems I Wrote It’s To
Much******************
 
The pain is too much for me
The Poems! The Poems
Why oh why
See the one I wrote
What doesn’t sound like me
The time of my life it was hard for me
The hate what’s inside could it really be me
The tears and the cry’s it’s too much for me
These words can’t never stop going on a single paper
For life of me I could never be the nice poet
Hate goes by like its love
But love was never to overcome the mad poems
It lies inside me
Oh I wish it could stop the mad thought
What happened in the past
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*******new Book Of Hate***********
 
These things I say
These things I write
They'll end up in the new book of hate
For i always seen it as it was to late
For a new life to start
That cast out for a restless night
For my soul has been told
For i lost this contorl of warmth
Of what i had in sight
At last there was a Light
For the eyes of the bright
But to the slightly to the right
I was compared to be unlike
For these things I say
For these things I write
Was in the state of the dead mind-
Of mine
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*******trapped*********
 
I write for my mind
For I can not deny
For death is all I been told
These wicked cold walls up so high
Holding my heart with all its denies
No help can save it know, ”nothing”
Nothing, comes a log for I lost the feeling for myself
In my own hands I had my own ways
But look at it now
There is no way
There isn’t a way
For these wicked cold walls
Hold me in place
With broken dreams
I write for my mind
For that I am trapped inside
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*****a Young Woman
 
A young woman lies on her death bed
She had no tears nor did she have fair
For ten thousands angels hold her high in the sky
For the rain showed nothing but insides
Insides her heart there’s love falling apart
For no source of remorse of her life
She knew it was over right from the start
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*****the Body Of A Heartless*********
 
You and I shall see the teal’s
The black heart what holds the blood inside
For it thrills of a soul to take was no more
The lightless day was in the mindless body
Seeking to tell a tell with out a lie or truth 
In time the black heart turned in to a broken rock
For it is a heartless being
Killing the heart oh what do we do?
Killing that
Will bring a heart back to life with a bad clash
For we know the path of the dusty road will end with a crack
Feel the need of helping 
Never even the one what was the doing
The hopeless day with no shine was just a night
Body’s lay in pain the heart’s taken out
Full of dreams they fall
For one hand was never coming out of the sky
God or no god
Shall be this way no movement to what lays a head
Just the ending of the bad start of death the come with no flee
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: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
 
While the world burn when the words been said
The sound of the devil feeding off the souls
Between the war and hell is nothing but the same
The air of fire what never kills
Blackness taking the eyes of the beloved ones
By the students being give permission to kill
Comes to a halt of
Two ferities tales of the truth
Far form the long path of the up and down
Wings fly or do they fall burning to ashes
Bringing us to war of the bloody rain
Proud of it you never know until your there
The human vanity of money will never ended
With a smiles of laughter
So
Fire; fire the whole word gone up with no power
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The world gone by not long ago
Anger, hate, fights, and killing
There are no more lies
You and I think of it at least once a day
Death we think when, where and why
It never stops
The time goes faster every time you say a word
Of the wise helping the one what need it the most
Once you think of the wise it’s too late to help
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>>>>>>>>>>>>
 
Black clouds rolling in with fire
Rain fall in shame making holes
 
The red brick wall stands over the hill
Coming to a blood red summer
With black less waves under the skins
Of the wildness stones
The black clouds with fire turns
Looks like black smoke
Out of the icy grave
Bringing the died back in the mind of peace
Depression was never the thing to come
By the light Swords dropp from the books
Of love and hate
Never even putting up a fight for happiness life’s
Rain fall in shame making holes
For the lost soul to fall
In the no man lands of the death
Covering the heaven and hell of the watering days
Killing with nothing in the states of the worlds minds
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A Man
 
Thinking why a death is made by day
A man thinking and do the killing by night for the feeling of happiness 
The anger of a man who is sick in the head
Putting the poisoning words of confusion in his students mined
Taking his notes in his eyes to make the perfect crime
For the ones who lost there way falling in to his path
He well clamed there souls just to hear them-
scream and beg for the life’s
For those who think why and for those who think and do
They will fined there self in the same place as there students
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A Man Who I Use To Know
 
Blood running down my arms
Taking every ounce of pain out of me
It feels like nothing of a mad man
Crying to die hoping to be killed by some one else
Who has no feelings?
Stopping at the raft of his own tears
Asking him what comes next
Feeling who he is
The tiring of madness, and a sadness man
Combined feeling soaside and crying the dark
With a gun to his dead
Saying I’m sorry what I have done
Dropping the gun to live another day
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Beautiful Face
 
I lie on my side with nothing on the other side 
That beautiful face I seen not long ago
While time goes by no words came to mind
Feeling like I’m sliding away
Going down hill for now
Never even thinking of the time
I lose the one who died
What I though it was not true never the less
I seen the past
For now I wish I could see your beautiful face
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Beneath These Lines
 
Beneath these lines I could not rime like a poet
For my mind what hides
For words I can not say nor could I find in my own hands
While life’s going down in the blood bath sea
What won’t be me!
With broken homes comes in flames that will never see the end
Come & go death do we part till the wheel of souls fall
Lost in the day’s there be no words
For now I am lost in my own body of life
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Cause Of My Dreams I Can'T Sleep Any More
 
My dreams I hate going in fear 
My dreams I wish your no more
My dreams I wish I had nun at all
My dreams are about killing every one I know
My dreams I can’t stop
My dreams I hear the screaming from the ones I love
My dreams I kill all my friends and my family
My dreams I no long like any more
My dreams I say up to run from them
My dreams aren’t normal I’m terrified have tears falling from my face
When I wake up I’m hoping this dreams don’t come true
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Darkness To Me
 
I’m sitting here alone in this darkness
I’m sad no one is here
so I want to die
and no one is there to ask me why
everyone think that I’m ok
but I’m not, I just want to die
I want to die alone in this darkness
from everyone I want to die
But I can’t at last I fear
so I’m sitting here
alone with a gun in the darkness
cry that's no one is there
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Dearest Sis Of Miine
 
Sis oh sis
Sleep well to night
While I'll pray for you
To get a good nights rest
When sweet dream's come
Hoping of so ido
Just for you
For they'll all come true soon
Just for you
My dearest sis of mine
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Death Happiness
 
Why is Death happiness
Is it because you can’t feel
Anything for a few minutes or is it your happy and
No one can mess with you when you die
If some one doesn’t care if you die
Then they die from the inside
Just showing you who they where
Before the feely hit giving them pain
By the time they feel it, it’s too late
They where given a black heart for ever
You will show people the outer side of you not the inner
There is no inside just blackness
So now can’t they die of happiness for once?
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Dell
 
Death every long lines of smiles
Fall with a broking soul
Of what we all been looking for
In time the life will slide away
To bring a new way home
A day is just a day
And the night is just a night
For that a life had ended
With the clock of time rings of sadness
Claming the cold gray sky on those raining days and nights
Continuing on later for the fingers of flowers burn
Down this page is nothing but some little words
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Digging
 
This hole I’m digging it seem to be so
Always thinking not so good
For is this my hole to be in?
Over six feet down and three feet wide
For this it just a work
no where to go Or do
Just dig a hole for that is what I do
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Falling By Stephen R. Berry
 
Love is but a sing rose
It sprouts and you feel yourself
Being with joy as it blooms
As time goes by you
Find yourself falling into
A hole of despair as
You grasp screaming at the
Pain you fell as you
Fall ever deeper into this
Hole at never ending
Nothingness hoping you can crawl your
Way back to what
Your once was
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Fear Of No Joy
 
We can stop for thing in life
But time will never stop for us
Seeing and being we all wish to be
For the time being we can never be
We have fear for what comes next in life
Death’s, friends, and family is all ways on our minds
For it is not wise to think of that 
It comes with a no smile and a sad face
If it comes then it come
Praying and hoping it’s not so bad
For I wish it’ll come in the sleep
There be no pain and tears for it’ll seem to be a sleepless night of joy
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Feel You
 
I fearing your tears fall down
I feel the razors going through your arm
I knew with fear it’s all my fault 
Telling you I broke our big promise
Feeling hopeless I prey that you’ll fore give me
So there be no more pain, sadness, helplessness
I said I was sorry for what I done
Asking me why did I do the dummest thing in the world
Feeling down like I should had die
I stay to see what comes next
In stand of you waiting for a replay
you just ask me another question
why I’m I  at work than come home
it seems that work is the only thing on my mid
I say to here I’m sorry I really am 
hoping you wont cry but it to late the gilt hit me hard
of a beautiful  women crying kill my insides 
hear the words its over unless I quit my job
broke my heart it her or quit my job and lose my house
I cant decide so I left everything even her so I can be happy for once
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Feeling Helpless
 
Feeling helpless hoping the angel will come
Taking the pain and hatred out of you
Hoping you’ll feel happiness the next day
When there’s no tears falling down from my face
So tell me why you’re in pain and in hate
So tell me how I can help just to make you feel no pain once again 
There are no more cuts for your reminders for who or what
Feeling helpless every time you tell me what you did
Sadness come and makes me fall in tears
Hoping you will understand
You put me in so much pain
You put me in hell
So why are you in pain and full of hatred?
How can I make you stop from the cuts and burns?
What makes me cry and making me feel do the same thing has you
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Finding The Words
 
For a man who lives alone
Selected a poem from his head
While his hand is writing about his love
Getting angering and sad cause of his ways
He can not say or sell the perfect words
To show his love to a woman he talks to
Never see her face it hard to believes he’s in love
Starting over and over soon he’ll find the words
Just to describe his love and feelings to her
Hoping to say something better than saying I love you   
Imaging in his dream seeing her beautiful face
Waking up from his sleep thinking of the words she said in that dream
Going back to his poem writing the last three words
Say to himself there isn’t a better thing to say than
I love you to the women he loves
So here it goes I love you with all my heart
I know you feel the same
So I hope you’ll say the same words back…. I LOVE YOU
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Flower
 
Ho flower, ho flower
You sit in the ground
Away from the others 
Hoping you’ll be the first to go
With a woman
Who will show you love
The color you shine was never so blue
Just a warm welcome to the sun
Through her heart 
Bringing happiness to the beautiful face
Every time the women let a tear dropp fall
A leaf comes down with a halt
Of live bring back time
To show her
Her own broken heart
For it was never worth braking
The smile was gone
Until her brown eyes look down  
For the sad face was gone
But never thought of taking the poor flower home
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For I Did Not Think
 
No sun or rain
Just the cloud covering the land
Witting for the night to come
Light flashing for it was no more
The time being shall fall
With rain not falling
And
No light form the sun
We’ll sink in the ground
For we where to down to be seen 
In this world being blinded
For the things that came
Making and killing for there be no more of life’s
Of the pitchers in the wooden bored
Will rot in a sort time
Black and gray is there for thee
Who wishes it was true
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For We Wish It Wasn’t So
 
Shall we fall or shall we stand
For the things we can not speck of 
Some flee like rats in the ground
Who have no hope for the living..
Stand in a period of time
We didn’t win nor did we lose with fronds
We won with glee for the time being
For the heads went off with fear
So shall we fall of shall we stand
For we can not speck
For we wish it wasn’t so
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Gray Clouds Cover The Sky
 
Gray clouds cover the sky
Taking and hiding the light away
While the rain falls down outside
I’m inside with a smile on my face
Birds singing there loving songs
Of hope make the world come in peace
These things go to get there
Making the body and soul relax
Our mined goes in steak of thoughts
Of nothingness taking us to a new happiness
No words no sounds can say the things we feel
Just let the rain and birds take the pain away
So we can feel free before the loving song goes away
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Hate
 
I hate this second
I hate this minute
I hate this hour
I hate this day
I hate this year
I hate this world
I hate this place I live in
I hate my life
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Her Life Changed Forever
 
Her life changed forever
 
 
This girl I knew
This girl I loved
Come and gone one night
While the time and day goes by
Living a mark on her eyes she can never forget
Finding out it was too late
This girl I known was no longer herself
She told me who but not the last name
Saying what went on it broke my heart   
For the pain he put was too much for her
My rage got the best of me want to kill the man
But she never gave me the last peace of puzzle
Every night she sees’s his face over and over again
Making me feel powerless turning it in to rage
I hided so she can’t see
Every day it’s the same old game of cat and mouse
For the man I could never find
But for now I stay here with her
Hoping, praying, doing every thing
Just to bring her back to her old self
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Her Life Is Hard
 
Her life is harder than any ones
Her life is unbelief no one can live in her shoes  
Her life is made of sadness and a lot of pain
She worries what going to happen every day
She cry’s hoping she makes it throw the day
Her kids ask what’s wrong and can I help you
Braking her heart every time they say those words
Braking her hope for happiness
She can’t lie to them no matter what
She always have to tell them part of the truth
Hoping they won’t know the other side of it 
She’s asking for help for some advice from her quotations
How can I?
Why is it me full of shame for the past?
What do I need to fix it so there is no more blues
She talks to you about almost everything just to make-
her feel a little better
The only thing she said to you was if you need help my ears are-
open for you.
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Her Mistake
 
She thought he was the one
he thought she was good for sex
he started somtehing and left in behind
She cry's asking hem to come back
He never want a kid to call hem dad
While she cry's the ghost is right by her side
Holding her tight wishing to go back in time
To kill the one who got her pregnant
Hope it'll make her one day
Instead it didn't
The ghost prays and begs to the god for her to be alright and happy
 
 
this about my sis who pregnant my a stupid guy who i hat for all my life
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I Hope She'Ll Say I Do: -))
 
looking in your eyes
I can see your love a mile away 
It’s been 6 years from now   
I hope she likes this ring…. I got
She says I’m sorry every time she gets embarrassed     
She looks at me in a way I can not explain
It makes me think of her every day
leave me speechless until I'm with her  
Her love is the sweetest thing ever 
She says I can’t stop loving you   
Looking in her blue eyes makes me weak
My heart breaks every time she speaks
She kisses like an angel what blows me away 
So I prey she’ll say I do
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I Wish I Was Dead For Now
 
I wish I was dead
Every minute
Every day
Every thought I make
 
For me you where there and not in your grave
For now your go
 
I feel nothing for you
Death will take the feels place
Death will heel my tears
 
Falling down for you in the past
The knife in my back
Takes your place for a day or two
 
I pray you to happy
For now I see it was for nothing
 
Your soul is gone for now
For gods they have you now
 
Good bye
My friend good bye
 
for soon I'll  see you on the other side
for now I wait for end of time to come
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In My Dream
 
In my dream a place I never been to
You were there telling the darkness to go away
Looking tore’s you I was confused
You tried to kill it and you succeeded
You killed the darkness the one thing I loved
By stabbing it like a mad women
Who all ways has been wanted to help the dreams
Feel scared of you by 
Taking the darkness life I used to have
I felt hopeless in my dreams a place I want to come true
You were there just killing my insides
I see you where try the help the light come through the dark 
Instead you just broke my heart and the one thing I worked hard on all my life
I loved it when no one was there in my darkness dreams 
Now I can not sleep the light is every were in my head
Darkness don’t ran away from me now
My dreams are killing you for making it go
It felt so real every time I dreamed
The black blood comes from you taking every breath I need
Flipping out like a bird that has no food for weeks
I feel my heart slowing down your eyes are rolling back in you’re head
Before you die in this dream of this place I want to say I wish I had killed you
before in this dream
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In The Head With Out A Site
 
Birds and trees could never be
The things to bring the will follow the end 
Just putting it in a box of fire
Killing your self from the in side out
The blood for the heart to eat you alive in time
Calling people in the mind
Never even thinking it should be on paper
Caring the world on your back will soon fall with no thought
Life, Death, and the open air we all can’t not see
When blood comes to the sky and the bodes dies with out a cause
We’ll just move on like it was just an other war in it mind
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Is It A Sort Life?
 
Is it a sort life?
Only a few years to death
By the old man who lost it all in the past
He knows his show is coming to an end
For his stories been for told more than once
The kids he help would forgotten
The dream he wanted was never in the clear
When the water runs down the city streets
Every one knows it’s the end of the old mans show
The last words he said was time will never stop for us  
So go for the fullest
Is it a sort life after all?
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It’s Gone For Now
 
The time we lost
Will never be found with air field with rust
Bedding down to write again
Old isn’t to old till we die in the big bus
Still we can lie down with a great dream
Feelings of lost of hope will fall over night
Let’s take a drink for the morning bird for it needs some sleep
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Just Writing What My Friend Feels Like
 
Confused in life staying up in the middle of the night
While my candles burn
Thinking about my baby the one who loved me
Like no other but we had two Different lives
And not enough by her side but having too much things in the past
Lost in the days Feeling kind a empty no other
Thinking about the last kiss instead it’s the past
Its gone.. I got to more on… so I take a deep breath go for ride
Let it all go and look in the gray sky to start a new life
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Last Sweet Smile
 
Last sweet smile
Take the hate & the shame away
For I don’t need to feel the past
At last I want out & to be free
A voice of a women calls to me
Being so sweet it’s unreal
Freedom she call putting back a smile on
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Life Of Time
 
Life is slow with death on my back
To have to get out before the demons attack.
The fire in your eyes
The blackness in mine your fire will burn out if only
In the time the jokers and jesters
The wound they will pester when will it end and be just a memory of yesterday
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Locked Door
 
I can not see
What lies in front
Love is it so or is it my hopes wanting to be let go
Locking the room just for me
Two side of me saying go
Eye’s what I have they can not see the warmth
Out side the locked door, love or not
I feel the need to be scared of it
Being the one to ask myself these questions
Am I ready to be loved?
Should I be able to?
For I lose every tear I dread of dreaming to be loved
With out the door being unlocked
And still I can not see
What lies in front of me
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Lonely Word
 
Your alone and cold all the time
Feeling like you’re just a no one in this world
There’s only sadness at that time when you think
You filled of monsters wanting out for your skin
To make you more alone, cold withNo happiness, no nothingness feeling like your
dead all the time
You just stand in this lonely world hoping your not the only one
Asking yourself  why am I down so far, for way to long
Praying it’s not by hiding and pushing the real you away
Thinking your going to brake like glass cause of the bad thing done
Wishing it wouldn’t be true for you
Make yourself think of who you are with the out the coldness
Crying out for the sadness to run away
To over come the insanity by nothingness for living in this lonely world
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Mine By Stephen R. Berry
 
The sun glistens of your hair
Like jewels basking you beauty
My heart longs to be your as I
Ache our ever parting ways
Your face occupies my every dreams
Your touch  sends shivers
Down my spine as we come closer
Longing to stay like this
Forever my breath staffers as I
Look in your eyes and my heart
Flutters as you look in mine
My love immeasurable as it grows
With every little thing you do I
Look towards the heaven knowing
That you don’t belong with me for  you are
My angel from the gods my
Aphrodite mine and mine alone
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Miss Home
 
Sitting here in this lonesome room wish to come home
Sitting here thinking how I’m going to take care of you
When I’m not even their seeing you grow
I’ll do anything just  to see you 
I’ll do anythink just to make you happy
I’ll do anything you want
Just as long as I see you 
Feeling your pain I understand why
Feeling your pain I want to go home
So let me out of this lonesome room
So let out I want to see her grow one last time
I bag of you please let me out
I bag you, you can take my heart away
So I can see her one last time 
Just to say I’m sorry I wasn’t there to see her all this time
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My Friend Who Is No Longer Here
 
My friend who is no longer here
 
Death by change my friend
Who is no longer here
 
My friend you change for good not for bad	
You quit drinking and smoking
 
What began the ticking to you grave
1/01/09 my friend who is no longer alive
 
I’m hoping you where in god’s hands
When you disappeared
 
That day you change my friend's
When I wish you didn’t
You did it for your job and family and friends
 
You died being sobsober
Sad with the pain in your chest
I can’t see or hear you any more my friend
 
It kills me when I say
It kills me when I think your name
It kills me when I remember that day
When you vanish in thin air
 
The past is just a past my friend who is no longer here
I’ll stay to say my good byes
for soon I lye next to you
For soon I pray I’ll see and hear you once again
 
 
 
This is about my friend who died 1-01-09 at 1: 37pm 
P.S. please don’t comment or vote this thank you
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Punshing
 
Punshing the hate away feeling the dark daring to come back
Killing my heart just to replace the pain of you so  
Punsh the feelings away before anyone gets hurt
Killing my inside because of you
My insides you think its all fun and games
Until the pain of your own tears come
Making you feel every ounce of pain from your inner side
Making me feels sorry tours you
Feeling that I’m responsible for what you done to your self
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Rain
 
Rain.....
 
Rain, Rain don’t go away
Rain, Rain I hope you stay
You make my friends think what they have lost
You make my friends happy for the one wish they made
Rain, Rain don’t stop falling
So they can feel something one last time
Rain, Rain I hope you kill the one who put pain in-
my friends of shame
Rain, Rain stop my friends from falling
Rain, Rain.I hoping it’ll put my friends pain in-
someone else vase before its to late
Rain, Rain help them out so they will be amazed
for there is no pain
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Road
 
Waking this lonely road for the lost souls
The blackness covers the world but never the road 
This road is to far
the end we can’t not see or reach
Every mile we’ve make is a day of memories
So we can look back to the passed and think what we’ve done 
Those memory’s we can never forget
happy or sad it’s all depends on us
Step by step we keep walking on to the end of the road
while time just tick’s away
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Rock Of Blood
 
Those who lie in the hands of blood
The evil kills the souls and the happiness in days
Years will fall in the clash
Of all no hope will be free in the mind of lies
Those who’s have no truth nor no lies
Will be a bug in the mindless body
Nothing falls nor doses it fly
The pure what we think can never be truth
The blood in the hands on the clod stuns rock
Could never be dry and worm
Just the lies killing on the in sides
Of good hearted people
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S.N
 
Kill, Kill, Kill myself
Sighing up for death row
In this line there is no line
Just me, myself, and I
21: 01 thinking of 's' all this time
Don’t know why or how it’s just a thought
Thin again it might be true at the end
Leaving this please is an easier way out
Year’s ago I missed every thing up
Doing that there was no like...
Picking the way to do right
“Was just a wrong road to go” 
Friends and family’s died in the bad times
While I’m in a hole
Where no one likes
So sun, sun, give me hope
For this last line I wrote
For this poem of a s.n
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Sis Why O Why
 
Feeling the tears fall
Feeling the sadness of what I love
She cry's out begging for help
She begs to go back in time
Stopping the mistake she made
Making the walls close for her safety
While she goes in sock at the age of 17
being with a baby
making the ghost what she trust
the ghost is hopping to kill
the one what ran a way putting him in shame
her brother beg to get out to kill just only to make the feel her pain
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Smooth Words
 
Thinking and doing is all the end
Killing is wanted by the people
Dying slowing to there death
Just a game to them full unaware of what
Pain is what there life live off of in time
The past they see can never be passed by
Holding their air in a glass box of hate
The love they have is no long there
Time is just a begging once the first breath been taken
The mined is a big boom in the sleepless dreams
Come and go like the water falling from the sky
Over to under seeing the sun over the sea
With the moon going under to see our faces another night
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Suicide
 
Blood running down your arms
Taking every ounce of pain out of you
It feels like nothing of a mad women
Crying to die hoping to be killed by some one else
Who has no feelings?
Stopping at the raft of her own tears
Asking her what comes next
Feeling who she is
The tiring of madness, and a sadness women
Combined feeling suicide and crying in the dark
With a gun to her head
Saying I’m sorry what I have done plz fore give
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That House
 
That house
Feeling that sadness every time I go by
The house I stand in front of
She was the best I can’t lie about it
Look towards that house I’m scared
See her face in the pitchers on that wall though the window
I can’t go in she’s gone died in the ground
It’s hard to say why but the feelings hit me like no other
Making the pain come back
For every second I’m there
For every time I’m thinking about her
She was a friend who had no shame 
The rain falls like music long ago befoe her time ended
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The Body Of A Heartless
 
You and I shall see the teal’s
The black heart what holds the blood inside
For it thrills of a soul to take was no more
The lightless day was in the mindless body
Seeking to tell a tell with out a lie or truth 
In time the black heart turned in to a broken rock
For it is a heartless being
Killing the heart oh what do we do?
Killing that
Will bring a heart back to life with a bad clash
For we know the path of the dusty road will end with a crack
Feel the need of helping 
Never even the one what was the doing
The hopeless day with no shine was just a night
Body’s lay in pain the heart’s taken out
Full of dreams they fall
For one hand was never coming out of the sky
God or no god
Shall be this way no movement to what lays a head
Just the ending of the bad start of death the come with no flee
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The Corps Of A Bird
 
The corps of a bird lies in the ground
With its past of love and hate times
Though it wasn’t to be easy
For it was gone in the blink of an eye
Feeling love in a moment
Then hate comes by
Losing it’s feeling for happiness-
Just for a moments or two
It’s lost in the day it can not stay 
From the life it had
At lest it was a bird in time
For we feel the same just for a day or two 
For it was just a corpse of a bird that had a hard time
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The Image In The Mirror
 
Seeing a image of you
Seeing you in the mirror
Watching water fall down from your face
Watching you fall losing every thing
Feeling your sadness I want to see you
Feeling that you want to be held to be loved
I’m asking you why are you crying
I’m asking you how did you get in there
All I heard was nothing	
All I want to was some thing not nothing
Seeing you moving your lips
Seeing you trying to tell me
It’s hard for me
It’s hard for you
I want to help you
I want to be on your side
When you are looking
When you see the other side of your self
Seeing your face it’s sad
Seeing your face I feel your pain
When I get you out of the mirror
When ever I find a way
You’ll be no longer alone or sad
You’ll be no longer helpless
So grab my hand you’ll see the light
So grab my hand you’ll be no longer in darkness
You’ll see the beautiful side of you
You’ll see how you’re self happy again
Now you’re me I’ll feel what you feel
Now I can see for only a few days
Before the darkness comes in
Before the mirror calls for you
It’s time for you to see my black heart
It’s time for you to change what I'm a fared of
What do you think?
What do you say?
How did you feel?
I hope it’s the mirror talking so I can help you get out
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The Other Side Of Me
 
When I look in the mirror eyes are looking
Towards the bowels of hate that fuels my soul
Of insanity blocking my cold black heart
My soul is begging and crying
To me to get more hate
So I can feel the pain of madness man,
A lunatic who is ill and wants to die
With fear taking over me
Like there is no time
For anything
Soon there be nothing left of me
The goodness of an Angel
Lies helpless and yelling and screaming for me
So I can let it out of the flaming box
While my maniacal laughter echoes out loud
Like it’s the funniest thing in the world
Hoping it’ll feel every ounce of pain
Of the flames burning its body like no other angel
Turning itself into a loathsome beast of hell
Go after me for revenge cause I have sinned and killed the only angel on my side
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To Down To Feel Anything
 
I will not eat
I will not sleep 
For the pain is too much for me
By the time you pasted I broke like I was glass
I putting myself in shame where I’ll never be claimed
For I feel like I should be framed
When I should be in your grave
For the tears in my eyes, I’ll never let them show
For they will say no tears as fallen from my face 
When I stayed over your grave….
To sad to say goodbye
To sad to move on from that day
For I wish my life will end
For that I have no happiness for that one day
Feel nothing but the hate to cover up the sadness 
The burning inside telling me it’s not my fault
It was never mine to start with for I feel that way
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Today Hate Is Taking Over Me
 
Today is one of those days
Hate is the only thing in my head
Everything I push away for this day
Today, today I just want to be alone
While the anger  taking over me
Instead of the sadness I use to love
Now I’m alone feel the cold air going in my room
Feeling nothing but my heart betting
Thinking what I should do to get away for the anger out of me
so I’m sitting here writing away make myself think so the anger
can go away until I need it once again
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What’s Love If Love Was Never Given?
 
What’s love if love was never given
For you show your love
But never get the same back
Feeling like you got used in the lifeless books
Like a falling tree helpless to see why it has fallen
To stand back up it know its time was gone
It’s like that you fall, you fall
There’s no way back up in time
Just start a new beginning 
To find what’s love if love was never given
For the broken ones
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Why Hold The Past Against Yourself
 
In your eye you’re holding the past of a childe hood
Feel alone no matter what you do
If the past is a past thin
Why do you hold it against yourself
Let it go I beg you to stop say I cant 
Your make yourself go in more pain
The eyes I see in you are telling me there no more happiness 
You’ll see what I mean when you’re happy once again
You don’t have to be the person who never let go
I hope you look in the mirror and see your eyes telling it ok to let all go
So please hear me out I want to help you but you just don’t listen
What make you hold on to it?
How does it help when it puts you in a bottomless pit?
Why does it make you cry ever time you want to let go but can’t
Please tell me how can I help you get over it
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Why Is There No Happiness
 
Why is there no “happiness….”
Having no heart to pulling apart
Hearing the same words over and over
Dieing is for the week…..
 
Wanting to cry but cant theres no tears to fall
Eyes are dry turning in to dust
wanting to go on to fined a preppies
To an answer for “Why is there no happiness”
 
Walking a lonely on this rode
What lese to no where    
Looking ahead to see something new
A sine never been seen by anyone 
Saying there is no happiness…
For the people who don’t want to get hurt.....
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Why....
 
Why….
 
 
Why can’t we go on?
Why can’t I die?
Why can’t we quit GODS little sick games
What put us in pain?
So why do we have to stay alive of insanity
Why are we hoping to die soon of madness?
By pushing us away
How can you stand me?
How can I stand you?
You’re always pushing the darkness away from me
Breaking us apart
It hurt when your there with me
It hurts when I’m with you
So why are you crying over me
So why do I feel like crying with you?
What can I do to help you?
What can I take to make the pain go away?
So you and I can be happy together
Without the tears falling down
Without my heart breaking feeling sadness over you
Stop crying so the pain can go
Stop pushing me away
Why not the sadness
Why not the pain
What can make you happy?
What can make you smile?
How can I do it for you so you can feel loved?
How would you feel after the hatred runs away?
What do you think about trying one more time?
For you to smile before I go to war with my grave
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You Make Me Feel Your Pain
 
Feeling helpless hoping the angel will come
Taking the pain and hatred out of you
Hoping you’ll feel happiness the next day
When there’s no tears falling down from my face
So tell me why you’re in pain and in hate
So tell me how I can help just to make you feel no pain once again
There are no more cuts for your reminders for who or what
Feeling helpless every time you tell me what you did
Sadness come and makes me fall in tears
Hoping you will understand
You put me in so much pain
You put me in hell
So why are you in pain and full of hatred
How can I make you stop from the cuts and burns
What makes me cry and
Making me feel like i should do the same thing has you
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